Notice – Even Semester Examinations 2020 - Reminder

15 May 2020

Reference to the notification dated 4 May 2020 wherein it was stated that Ansal University would be conducting its Practical examinations from 18 May 2020 and Theory Examinations from 1st June 2020 – all students are hereby informed that all Practical and Theory datesheets have been announced and can be accessed at –

https://ansaluniversity.edu.in/academics/examination/datesheets

Also all End Semester Exam May-June 2020 related notifications can be accessed at –

Notice–Even-Semester-Examinations-2020

And also under -

https://ansaluniversity.edu.in/academics/examination/notice

All the Schools of the University has issued standard Operating procedures and mode of online examinations for the students and sent them by various means. A copy of these can be found here -

Notice–Even-Semester-Examinations-2020

It is reiterated that in order to be eligible for the assessments please ensure that there are no pending dues against you. If you have any pending dues then these need to be cleared by 22 May 2020.

Anil Yadav
Controller of Examinations